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- CILs scheduling and reporting
Projects: Lobby Monitors
Projects: Applications

- Faculty webpage updater
Projects: Applications

- Virtual Clinic

My courses that use VC

Current Semester:
None

Upcoming Semesters:
None

Past Semesters:
None

External Cases:

NP Primary Care: Arthralgia 88
NP Geri Case Dyspnea 132
Fall 2014 NP HERA Interprofessional Case #2 Lumbee Female 149
Fall 2016 CWIP IPE Logging Case 171
Fall 2017 CWIP Fisherman case: Drill Comparison Case 281

VC Case Player

My SOAP Notes & Medical Reports for case # 149

Welcome to Virtual Clinic

Developed by ECU College of Nursing
Simulations: New stuff

- Nursing Anne
- SSH Accreditation
Simulations
• Upgrade 2018-2019
Disaster Drill, November 2018

• IPE activity
Disaster Drill, November 2018

- IPE activity
Projects: Applications

- GWEP
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